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Abstract
We describe the design and implementation of PEG, a networked system of distributed sensor nodes that detects an uncooperative agent called the evader and assists an autonomous
robot called the pursuer in capturing the evader. PEG requires
embedded network services such as leader election, routing,
network aggregation, and closed loop control. Instead of using
general purpose distributed system solutions for these services,
we employ whole-system analysis and rely on spatial and
physical properties to create simple and efficient mechanisms.
We believe this approach advances sensor network design,
yielding pragmatic solutions that leverage physical properties
to simplify design of embedded distributed systems.
We deployed PEG on a 400 square meter field using 100
sensor nodes, and successfully intercepted the evader in all
runs. We confronted practical issues such as node breakage,
packaging decisions, in situ debugging, network reprogramming, and system reconfiguration. We discuss the approaches
we took to cope with these issues and share our experiences
in deploying a realistic outdoor sensor network system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of vehicle tracking with autonomous
interception provides a concrete setting in which to advance sensor network and control system design. In our
case, wireless sensor nodes containing magnetometers
are distributed throughout an outdoor area to form a
diffuse sensing field. An uncooperative agent, the evader,
enters and moves within this area, where it is detected by
the magnetometers. Unlike environmental monitoring, it
is not sufficient to obtain measurements of the physical
disturbance caused by evader; we want to process the
readings within the network and take action in a timely
matter. The pursuer, a cooperative mobile agent, enters
the field and attempts to intercept the evader using
information obtained from the sensor network and its
own autonomous control capabilities.
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Local signal processing can be performed at each
node to distill higher-level events from magnetic-field
measurements due to motions of multiple vehicles. Clusters of nodes that sense sufficiently strong events can
collectively compute an estimate of the position of the
vehicle causing the disturbance. These potentially noisy
estimations from multiple objects must be disambiguated
and used to make continual pursuer course corrections.
The autonomous interception problem concretely
manifests many of the capabilities envisioned for sensor
networks [1], [2], including several levels of in-network
processing, routing to mobile agents, distributed coordination, and closed-loop control. We address these issues
in terms of the whole system design, rather than as
isolated subproblems. Indeed, this whole-system view
yields pragmatic solutions that are more simple than
what is generally found in the literature for individual
subproblems.
We built and demonstrated a working purser/evader
system comprising a field of 100 motes spread over
a 400m2 area in July 2003. The evader was a fourwheeled robot driven by a person using remote control.
The pursuer was an identical robot with laptop-class
computing resources. This paper describes the design,
implementation, and experience with PEG.
Our main contributions are:
• We describe the design and implementation of PEG,
a networked system of distributed sensor nodes that
detects an evader and aids a pursuer in capturing the
evader.
• We employ whole-system analysis and utilize spatial and physical properties to design efficient and
simple distributed algorithms. We believe this approach is applicable to a variety of applications.
• We demonstrate one of the first realistic outdoor
tracking and pursing system that uses computationally and bandwidth limited sensor nodes.

Fig. 1. Illustration of an intruder interception system using sensor
networks to detect the intruder (arrow) and convey such information
to the pursuing robots. Each pursuer matches the sensor data to its
local map for path estimation and interception of the intruder.

•

We share practical advice for deploying realistic outdoor sensor network applications, including
package design, debugging techniques, and highlevel network management services.
II. A PPROACH

Variants of the pursuer-evader problems have been
well studied from a theoretical point of view [3], [4]
and have been used for distributed systems research [5].
Sophisticated algorithms [6], [7] have been developed to
associate readings with logical tracks of multiple objects.
Elaborate data structures are used to deal with dynamic
track creation and elimination of potential tracks caused
by input noise. In addition, there is work [8] on closed
loop control for the autonomous pursuer starting with
various assumptions about what information is provided
to the robot.
The early work on wireless sensor networks observed
that distributing intelligence throughout the sensor array
dramatically simplified the tracking problem [2]. When
dense sensing is employed, each patch of sensors only
has to deal with a few objects in a limited spatial
region. Signal processing is greatly simplified because
the sensors are close to the source, so the SNR is high.
Physical constraints, such as speed of movement, allow
for low-level filtering of false positives.
Others have studied a decentralized form of the
problem where object tracking, classification, and path
estimation are performed by a network of wireless sensors [9], [10]. In this formulation, sensing and detection are performed by local collaborative groups, each
responsible for tracking a single target. The solution
is cast in traditional distributed system terms with an

explicit representation of the group associated with each
object. Movement of the object involves nodes joining
and leaving the group. Leader election is performed so
that a particular node represents the object at any point in
time and typically as the root of the collaborative signal
processing. Recent work optimizes a single objective
function that combines the cost of signal processing
and tracking with the benefits of obtaining the given
data [11]. Sophisticated programming environments have
been proposed [12], [13] to maintain the distributed data
structure representing each logical entity and the set of
nodes associated with its track. Unsurprisingly, these
studies suggest that quite powerful nodes are required to
perform distributed tracking. In addition, [14] proposes a
higher-level programming environment that uses abstract
regions to simplify development of sensor applications.
Recently, other researchers have begun to focus on the
use of very simple outputs from dense networks of
sensors. For example, [15] explores tracking where each
sensor reports only a single bit of information of whether
the disturbance is getting closer.
We adopt a lightweight approach that stems from
two key observations. First, the autonomous interception
problem admits a natural two-tier hierarchy. The lower
tier of nodes, which are the most numerous and most
resource constrained, are responsible for simple detection
functions and for providing distilled information to a
higher tier. The higher tier is capable of doing more
substantial processing and initiating actions based on the
information. In a basic tracking problem, the higher tier
might include computer-controlled cameras, whereas in
the interception problem it is a mobile pursuer. Elements
in the lower tier generally do not need to know much
about the track or the identity of the object, as their
behavior does not change based on that information. The
robots are power intensive and require substantial local
processing, hence they are a natural point of concentrated
processing.
Second, in-network processing at the lower tier is
essential to conserve bandwidth, thereby reducing contention and keeping notification latency low. The processed results need not be perfect as they will be further
analyzed by the higher tier. For example, an inconsistent
leader election may cause two closely related position
estimations for an object at nearly the same time. This is
easily addressed in the higher level processing. Inconsistency is far more benign here than in the settings where
distributed consensus is typically used, for example to
avoid multiple financial transactions [16], [17].
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Fig. 2. Logical flow of information in PEG. After the nodes calibrate
their sensors, they listen for events in the network. When events are
sensed near several nodes, a leader is elected to aggregate the data
into one packet. This packet is routed to the moving pursuer via
multi-hop routing. After data filtering and interception planning, the
pursuer chases the evader.
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Fig. 3. Hardware and functional division of services. The dotted
line separates services running on the pursuer from services running
in the sensor network.

III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
To provide pursuers with accurate detection events
quickly and often, we developed services for detection,
routing, data processing, and pursuit. We provide a sense
of the overall information flow and describe the constituent system services. Power management and security
are beyond the scope of this paper.
A. Software Services
Figure 2 illustrates the information flow from the
lower tier sensing field to the higher tier processing unit
at the pursuer. The sensor network detects the evader and
routes this information to the pursuer, and the pursuer
acts on this data to intercept the evader. Figure 3 shows
the overall system architecture of the services required
to implement PEG.
When a vehicle is present, the sensing and detection component (Section IV-B) of nearby nodes will
trigger detection events and invoke the leader election
algorithm (Section IV-D) for data aggregation. The process of leader election is realized over a tuple-space
neighborhood service (Section IV-C). The elected leader
will propagate the aggregated data as detections to the
pursuers using landmark routing, which operates over a
simple tree building mechanism (Section V).
When detections reach the pursuer, the pursuer uses
an entity disambiguation service to determine the cause
of the event: the evader, the pursuer, or noise. Detections
that are determined to correspond to the evader are sent
to the evader position estimation service. The pursuer
position estimation service uses data from the GPS
unit to determine an estimate of the pursuer position.
Estimates of the position of the pursuer and evader
are sent to the interception service, which generates a
interception destination for the pursuer. This destination
is processed by the path planning service to generate a

feasible route. Finally, the route is submitted to the path
following service that tightly controls the pursuer along
this route. These mechanisms are further developed in
Section VI.
Beside the core functionally required for PEG, new
system services are also implemented to ease the difficulty in managing and configuring the network at the
time of deployment. The Config component allows runtime configuration of system parameters that are useful
for system tunings. The node management component
is used for node identification, debugging, and networkwide power cycle management. Finally, network reprogramming allows rapid reprogramming the entire system
over the wireless medium, which is valuable for rapid
update of code image. We discuss these deployment
issues in Section VIII.
We originally intended to use a self-localization service to determine each node’s position. This service
would have used time-of-flight ultrasonic ranging technology with an anchor-based localization algorithm.
However, due to sporadic errors, we did not use selflocalization in the live demonstration, and instead hardcoded node positions. For more information on our
localization service, refer to work by Whitehouse et
al. [18], [19].
B. Sensor Tier Platform
The sensor tier of our system consists of Berkeley
Mica2Dot motes [20], a quarter-sized unit with an 8bit 4 MHz Atmel ATMEGA128L CPU with 128 kB
of instruction memory and 4 kB of RAM. Its radio
is a low power Chipcon CC1000 radio that delivers
about 15 kbit/sec application bandwidth with a maximum
communication range of around 30 meters using a piano-
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Fig. 4. Photograph of a PEG sensor deployed in the field on the
day of the demonstration (left), and a schematic of its basic elements
(right). The height between the plastic end caps is 3.0 inches (7.6 cm),
and the height from the bottom spring base and top of the ultrasonic
cone is slight less than twice that distance.

the simple higher-tier services shown in Figure 3. The
GPS typically provides estimates every 0.1 seconds with
an accuracy of about 0.02 meters. The top speed of the
robot is about 0.5m/s, with independent velocity control
for each wheel. In our deployment, we used one pursuer
and one evader, each the same model robot.
IV. V EHICLE D ETECTION
Detecting a vehicle in the network begins with a node
gathering and processing data leading up to the formation
of a position estimate report. In this section, we show
how a bandwidth analysis of the overall system drives
the design of our architecture.
A. Bandwidth-Driven Design

wire antenna placed a few inches from the ground in a
grassy field. Each node uses a magnetometer to detect
changes in a magnetic field, presumably caused by a
nearby moving vehicle. We included a 25kHz ultrasound
transceiver for time-of-flight ranging. A reflector cone is
situated above the transceiver to diffuse the ultrasonic
waves for omni-directional ranging which significantly
reduces the ranging radius to about 2 meters.
Figure 4 shows the complete packaging of a sensor
node. At the bottom of the node is a base that secures
the node to the ground and extends it a few inches
above the ground. The battery, voltage conversion board,
magnetic sensor, and the Mica2Dot are all protected by
the plastic enclosure. The side of the enclosure has a hole
that allows the quarter-wavelength piano wire antenna to
be connected to the Mica2Dot. The only sensor exposed
is the ultrasound transceiver at the top, with the cone
securely mounted above it. The package is robust against
impact from vehicles, and the spring at the base keeps
the node upright even after collisions to elevate the node
a few inches above the ground plane for effective radio
communication.
All nodes at the sensor tier run TinyOS [20], an eventdriven operating system for networked applications in
wireless embedded systems. The implementation of all
the core services shown in Figure 3 consumes about
60 kB of program memory and about 3 kB of RAM.
C. Higher Tier Platform
Our ground robots are essentially mobile off-road
laptops equipped with GPS. Each robot runs Linux on a
266 MHz Pentium2 CPU with 128 MB of RAM, 802.11
wireless radio, a 20 GB hard drive, all-terrain off-road
tires, a motor-controller subsystem, and high-precision
differential GPS. This platform is sufficient to execute

We design our sensor network to provide full, redundant sensor coverage – for sensors placed in a grid,
a vehicle excites at least four and up to nine sensors.
From this coverage requirement, we design the rest of
the detection system with an understanding of the impact
of low-level decisions on regional bandwidth limits.
Presuming a local aggregate bandwidth of forty 36byte packets per second, a single node can provide up
to four reports per second before a region of nine nodes
saturates the shared channel. If each node sends these
detection events, the local channel will be saturated
leaving no bandwidth for other communications such
as routing these readings to the pursuer. Additionally,
as more vehicles are added to the system, routing the
data will increasingly tax the bandwidth of the system.
Clearly, we must use some techniques to conserve bandwidth.
We use local aggregation to reduce many detection
events into one position estimate report. We allocate
half the total bandwidth for exchanging local detection reports and the remaining bandwidth for system
wide behaviors such as routing position estimates to
pursuers. Even though sharing local detections uses a
significant portion of the local bandwidth, the pursuer
still receives frequent position updates. We decompose
this overall process into three distinct phases: calibration
and sensing, local detection reports, and leader election
and position estimation.
B. Calibration and Sensing
The magnetometer measures the entire magnetic environment. This includes static structures such as the
Earth’s magnetic field and other metal in the surroundings. To detect changes in the magnetic field caused
by a moving vehicle, this static environment must be

accounted for in each node’s measurements. Each node
biases each reading given a moving average of the sensor
readings. This sets a minimum detectable speed on a
vehicle, because a sufficiently slowly moving object will
be indistinguishable from the static environment.
One interaction that we did not expect is a relationship
between the radio communication and the magnetometer.
Because of the proximity of the radio chip and the
magnetometer chip, which is in part a result of the small
package design but also exacerbated by our hardware
design, radio transmissions excite significant readings
from the magnetometer. As a workaround, we invalidate
magnetometer readings for a short period whenever a
radio packet is sent or received at the node.
C. Local Detection Reports
To decide if a node should share its calibrated reading
with its neighbors, the node compares the 1-norm of
its magnetic reading against a preset threshold value.
If the detected value exceeds this threshold, the node
sends a message including the magnetic magnitude and
its own (x, y)-position in meters. To limit a node’s local
detection report rate to 2 packets per second, each node
is subject to a reading timeout of 0.5 seconds during
which it is not allowed to share a new reading.
To share data among a neighborhood of nodes, we
evolved a new programming primitive called Hood [21].
A neighborhood in Hood defines a set of criteria
for choosing neighbors and a set of variables to be
shared. The neighborhood membership, data sharing,
data caching, and messaging is managed by the Hood
abstraction, allowing the developer to focus on the
properties of a neighborhood instead of its mechanics.
Hood exploits the cheap broadcast mechanism of a
sensor network to allow asymmetric membership – a
node broadcasts changes to its neighborhood values and
doesn’t know or care what other nodes consider it a
member, which is different from the group collaboration work found in [9], [10]. Hood is well suited
for unreliable communication channels such as those in
sensor networks, and defers concerns of reliability and
consistency to the application level.
For PEG, we created a MagHood that manages the
messaging and caching of local detection reports and
prescribes the neighborhood membership criteria. Because the magnetometer neighborhood represents a local
physical relationship, and because radio connectivity
doesn’t have a clean relationship with respect to physical
distance, membership in the neighborhood is restricted
to only those nodes within 3 meters. And, similar to the

report timeout, readings are invalidated after timeout of
0.5 seconds, which sets a time window on the validity
of a neighbor’s reading.
D. Leader Election and Position Estimation
We cast leader election as primarily a bandwidth
reduction technique and relax the usual requirement of
correlating a single leader with a single entity, unlike
[9], [10] where vehicle classification is done on the
sensor node. High level processing on the pursuers
imposes model constraints to correlate position estimates
with individual entities. This decomposition allows us to
construct a significantly more simple and robust leader
election protocol.
Using MagHood, each node gains a view of the recent
detection reports from nodes in its neighborhood. At this
point, the leader election protocol requires no additional
communication – a node elects itself leader if it has the
maximum magnetometer magnitude among the nodes in
its neighborhood. This lightweight mechanism embodies
the idea of loose consistency: in the worst case, every
node that detects the location of a vehicle reports it.
The pursuer receives reports about all position estimates in the network – those caused by the evader,
by itself, or by noise. Even with this policy, redundant
leaders for a single object are the exception not the rule,
because leadership changes smoothly over time given the
physical interactions. Additionally, this design implicitly
supports multi-object tracking by providing all the data
necessary for the pursuer to do centralized filtering and
correspondence.
The position estimate report contains the (x, y)position calculated as a center of mass, the total number
of nodes contributing to the report, and the sum of
the detection magnitudes. Similar to previous timeouts,
a node is only allowed to become leader and send a
position estimate report at most every 0.5 seconds. This
estimated position is again a loosely consistent value
– instead of using a time synchronization service to
guarantee that all readings happen within a strict epoch,
the cache timeout establishes a notion of a weak epoch.
Within each weak epoch, a node elects itself leader
the instant it determines it has the largest detection
magnitude. As an alternative, if a node would have
waited a period of time for additional readings, there
exist certain vehicle paths that prevent any node from
becoming a leader, which would produce no position
estimates for the pursuer. Furthermore, this protocol
ensures that a node can become a leader if its detection
exceeds the threshold, meaning that the maximum speed

of the vehicle is only a function of the properties of the
sensor and the allocated bandwidth for position reports.
V. ROUTING
The primary routing requirement in PEG is to deliver
the evader detection events, as sensed by the network,
to the mobile pursuers. That is, we must route packets
from many sources to a few mobile destinations. This
differs from the typical many-to-one data collection
traffic model found in other sensor network applications
[22], [23], [24]. However, it resembles some of the work
found in the mobile computing literature, which provides
different approaches to support this mobile routing service. In this section, we first explore these approaches
and then discuss a simple and efficient landmark routing
approach to arrive with a solution, which is potentially
applicable to systems other than PEG.
A. Design Approaches
One design approach is to treat the entire network and
the mobile pursuers as one ad-hoc mobile system, and
deploy well-known mobile routing algorithms, such as
DSR, AODV, and TORA [25], [26], [27], which require
O(N ) of communication complexity to provide an anyto-any routing service. These protocols are designed to
support any pairs of independent traffic flows while the
traffic in PEG is correlated and directed only to a few
moving end points (the pursuers).
Another approach is to decouple the network from the
mobile pursuers and exploit the static network topology
to decrease the communication complexity for routing.
This resembles the home-agent work found in mobile
computing [28], where every pursuer is assigned a homeagent. For example, recent work supports group communication among a set of moving agents over a sensor
network in a bounding box [29]. It assumes that anyto-any routing comes free by using geographical routing
and maintains a horizontal backbone to support communication among moving agents within the bounding box.
The communication complexity depends on the overhead
of backbone maintenance and home agent migration
frequency.
For efficiency and simplicity, the approach we use
also exploits the static network topology, but we do not
assume any geographical routing support or grid location
information as in [30]. We use a variant of landmark
routing [31] to split the many-to-few routing problem
into two subproblems: many-to-landmark and landmarkto-few. Landmark routing is a simple mechanism that
uses a known rendezvous point to route packets from

many sources to a few destinations. For a node in the
spanning tree to route a detection event to a pursuer,
it first sends a message up a spanning tree to the root
node, the landmark. Then the landmark forwards the
message to the pursuer. The original landmark paper
discusses a hierarchy of landmarks for scalability. In this
work, we only consider a single landmark. Landmark
routing results in longer routing paths as traffic must go
through the landmark, which hurts latency, but requires
less control bandwidth to maintain routes to the moving
target than other protocols such as AODV.
B. Building Good Trees
For many-to-landmark routing, we rely on a spanning
tree rooted at the landmark. All packets are forwarded
along the tree towards the landmark. A common approach to building a spanning tree is to flood the network
with a beacon, and each node marks its parent in the tree
as the first node from which it receives the beacon, and
then rebroadcasts the beacon. This approach of flooding
the network and routing using the reversed paths is used
in ad-hoc routing algorithms such as AODV [26] and
DSR [25] to build a topology quickly and trade off
optimality for handling mobility.
Such a flooding process must address two potential problems: quality route selection and the broadcast
storm problem [32]. The routing protocol must avoid
selecting bad links for routing; in particular, asymmetric
connectivity should be avoided since the reverse paths
are used for routing. Route selection solely using hop
count cannot address these issues. The second issue,
broadcast storms, occurs when many nodes receive a
beacon simultaneously and attempt to rebroadcast the
beacon immediately. As a result, a storm of packet
collisions is created and significant message loss would
occur, which leads to an ill-formed topology containing
many back edges. Back edges occur when nodes miss
a beacon message because of collisions, but later overhear it from nodes further down the tree. Back edges
create unnecessarily long routes. Empirical data in [33]
provides evidence of these issues.
Our first challenge is route selection. A node must
consider both the link quality and tree depth of the
potential parent. Without any rapid link estimation mechanism, we rely on the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI). Recent studies in [34] and [35] show that RSSI
is not always a good predictor of link quality. However,
we can exploit spatial information to our advantage
to rely on RSSI values. With all nodes on roughly
on a grid configured to transmit at the same power
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and the fact that signal strength decays at least 1/d2
when close to the ground, it is possible to use RSSI
threshold filter to scope the neighborhood relative to
the physical distance. By empirically measuring the
relationship between link reliability and RSSI values
among nodes at different grid distances beforehand, we
determine a high confidence RSSI value for the entire
network that maximizes communication distance while
reliably preserving bidirectional link reachability for our
reverse path routing. A node only accepts a message if
its RSSI value is greater than the threshold, even if it
was able to properly decode the message. The routing
layer can be a simple algorithm that selects the shortest
hop-count parent that passed the RSSI filter. Section VII
presents measurements of the end-to-end reliability of
the routing paths discovered by this approach.
The second challenge is to alleviate the broadcast
storm problem. We used a time-delayed back-off that
adapts to the observed cell density. Broadcast storms
occur because several nodes simultaneously attempt to
rebroadcast the beacon. Instead, if each node waits a
random time before re-broadcasting the beacon, then
network congestion decreases. With random back-off,
the number of potential wait times should be proportional to the number of nodes in a radio cell; as node
density increases, nodes must wait longer periods of
time. Choosing the maximum wait time, then, requires
knowledge of the density. An alternative idea is to
employ a more adaptive technique. Upon the reception
of a broadcast message, each receiver starts a timer to
fire in a random amount of time less than R. Every
time the node receives a broadcast message before its
timer expires, it resets the timer to fire in a new random
time. Thus, the R interval from which nodes wait is
significantly smaller than in the naive protocol. The total
wait time is now adaptive and inversely proportional to
the radio cell density, which is the number of times the
same broadcast message is heard. In both sparse and
dense networks, propagation within local cells finishes
in R · n/2 time, where n is the cell density.
One typical spanning tree is in Figure 5. The data
was collected from 100 mica2dots with 2m spacing. The
landmark is near the center of the field, at position (8,8).
The tree has depth three, considerably less than if grid
routing were used. Four nodes did not join the spanning
tree because they were broken; Section VIII addresses
breakage. Additionally, the parents of most nodes are
physically closer to the landmark. In those cases where
this is not true, such as at (0,10), the physically closer
parent is not any closer by the hopcount metric.
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Fig. 5. Spanning tree generated by PEG using 100 mica2dot nodes.
PEG uses a basic flooding algorithm that adapts to different node
densities.

C. Efficient Landmark Routing
With the spanning tree built using the previous mechanism, any nodes in the network can send messages
to the landmark, which forwards them to the moving
pursuers. To accomplish this, the pursuer periodically
informs the network of its position by picking a node in
its proximity to route a special message to the landmark,
thereby laying a “crumb trail.” Instead of maintaining all
the routing states at the landmark, this message deposits
a “crumb” with each intermediate router on the spanning
tree so that messages destined to the pursuers at the
landmark can travel along the crumb trail created by the
crumb message. Each crumb trail is identified by the
pursuer’s ID when it deposits its crumb to distinguish
from multiple concurrent crumb trails. The pursuer increments a sequence number to give a time dimension to
these crumb trails so these paths can dynamically track
the pursuer’s position. Routing states are soft in that they
become stale over time, and thus, stale crumb trails prune
themselves automatically.
Our approach to solving the many-to-few routing
problem is efficient. The tree-building overhead is an
O(N ) operation. As discussed earlier, ad-hoc protocols
require O(N ) overhead to route to a mobile destination.
In our landmark scheme, the overhead in maintaining
mobility is solely the crumb messages, which has a
communication complexity of O(d), where d is the
network diameter. This means that we can route to a
pursuer with significantly less overhead.
Note that there is no explicit coupling between the

landmark and the moving pursuers as in the case of
the home-agent approach. In fact, the pursuers do not
even know the address of the landmark. This is a nice
property, allowing the landmark to become another node
if the first fails.
A shortcoming of this approach is that the landmark is
a central point of failure. However, there are many techniques to eliminate this vulnerability. Since the crumb
trails and the spanning tree can be built rapidly, it is easy
to switch over to another landmark if the original fails.
Additionally, it is simple to maintain multiple separate
instances of landmark routing with independent crumb
trails and landmarks. This quick failover capability is
important to cope with the flakiness inherent in sensor
networks.
VI. NAVIGATION AND C ONTROL
The pursuer must decide how to assimilate an aggregated sensor packet to minimize evader capture time. In
this section, we will describe the difficulties in designing
this control system, the techniques used to overcome
these difficulties, and the final architecture. Although the
control architecture we present is not new, the modality
of the sensor network data is significantly different than
those of traditional control systems. We will discuss how
these concerns are addressed with our implementation.
A. Design Issues
Classical feedback control design [36] typically assumes that periodic sensor readings occur and arrive at
their destination in zero time, that the computation of the
control law is instantaneous, and that control signals are
applied to the actuators immediately. These requirements
are typically necessary to analyze a controller’s stability
and performance. Several techniques have been studied
to relax these assumptions [37], and some researchers
have suggested that new techniques need to be developed [38]. However, in practice, these constraints
are typically approximated by using a sufficiently high
frequency of sensor readings, by minimizing timing jitter
and latency, and by reducing computation time of the
control law. Typical implementations of control systems
achieve these approximations through the use of locally
resident sensors, actuators, and powerful computational
hardware. However, due to the distributed nature and
limited capabilities of sensor networks, many of these
assumptions are violated.
In PEG, we can approximate instantaneous control
computation by assuming that the pursuer is a powerful

node that performs all the control computation. However, the application of classical control techniques is
frustrated by the tendency of the sensor network data
to be noisy, arrive late, lack time-stamps, and arrive
without periodicity. High speed controllers, such as a
path follower, further highlight the difficulty of control
using only sensor network data. In our case, a feedback
implementation using only sensor network data would
require artificially slowing down the dynamics of the
system.
Furthermore, nodes will fail at times due in part to
faulty hardware and collisions with robots. This presents
another characteristic of sensor networks that differ from
a typical control setting. When operating in a sensor
network, a controller must additionally compensate for
sporadic sensor readings due to badly behaving nodes.
For such problems, it is not always possible for a
controller to maintain a constant level of performance.
We seek to provide high performance of the controller
while allowing for a graceful degradation in performance
as the data qualitatively deteriorates and ensuring safety
properties such as not leaving the field.
B. Design Choices
To overcome the aforementioned difficulties, we make
several design choices for the pursuer control. First,
we cleanly separate the control system from the sensor
network as much as possible. To this end, the network
provides sensor readings to the pursuer, but all processing and control computation occurs on the pursuer.
Second, we apply more traditional control techniques
to the pursuit algorithm, changing the design where
necessary for sensor network data.
A pursuit control system ultimately consists of a system for estimating the position of the evader, strategically
deciding where the pursuer should go next, planning a
path to the next destination, and following that path. To
achieve the best estimation of the evader’s position, we
prefer a model for the evader’s dynamics with unknown
control input. However, this is an unnecessary burden
considering the specification of our system. For instance,
the robots can quickly change the velocity of each of
their wheels independently (within about 0.2 seconds),
which, as far as a sensor network that reports every 13 seconds is concerned, allows the robot to virtually
change its speed and direction instantly.
In PEG, the pursuer only needs data every few seconds from the sensor network, but requires much more
timely location information for navigation. We use GPS
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Fig. 6. Block diagram view of the hierarchical multi-rate pursuer
controller. All variables except those with a GPS superscript represent
values relative to the mote coordinate system. Furthermore, the
subscripts p and e, indicate pursuer and evader respectively. Finally,
wk represents the set-point for velocity of the kth wheel

for navigation which provides updates about every 0.1
seconds with an accuracy of about 2cm.
C. Implementation Overview
In this section, we outline our final controller design
which is illustrated in Figure 6. First, two different
coordinate systems must be addressed: the GPS coordinate system and the coordinate system relative to
the mote network. To work within a single coordinate
system as quickly as possible, we immediately convert
GPS measurements into the mote coordinate system.
GPS provides estimates of the pursuer’s position in
gps T
GPS coordinates, [xgps
p , yp ] . Using a fixed, known
homogeneous coordinate transformation Φ, we compute
the pursuer’s estimated position in the mote coordinate
gps
T
system as [xp , yp , 1]T = Φ ∗ [xgps
p , yp , 1] . Using a
k+1 ]T , . . .),
trace of these values, (. . . , [xkp , ypk ]T , [xk+1
p , yp
we can compute a full state estimation for the pursuer,
which includes estimations of the position, the velocity,
and the orientation.
Although any techniques exist for state estimation [39], [40], in our case, it is enough to use simple
techniques. For the estimated position [x̂p , ŷp ]T , we
simply use an average of the two most recent GPS
positions. These estimated positions then form another
k+1 ]T , . . .). For the
trace Λ = (. . . , [x̂kp , ŷpk ]T , [x̂k+1
p , ŷp
orientation estimate θ̂p , we use an average of the angle
between pairwise combinations of the last four estimated
positions, i.e., the four most recent entries in Λ. The
magnitude and direction of the velocity ν̂p is estimated

by using the two most recent entries in Λ. The number
of readings used for estimation was chosen by trial and
error.
Turning to the evader’s state estimation, we first
receive an estimate of an unknown object’s position in
the network, (x? , y? ). Using a previous estimation of
the evader’s position (x̂e , ŷe ) and a current estimation
of the pursuer’s position (x̂p , ŷp ), a filter determines if
the reading corresponds to the evader, the pursuer, or
noise in the system. If we let α be the average error
of the sensor network due to true positives, i.e., not
including error due to false positives. Then, we can
safely disregard sensor reports within α of the pursuer’s
estimated location, since these reports must correspond
to the pursuer or a captured evader (assuming that our
capture radius is greater than α). Sensor reports within
2 ∗ α + |νmax | ∗ t of the previous estimate of the evader’s
position are assumed to be the evader, where t is the
elapsed time since the previous estimate and νmax is the
maximum velocity of the evader.
If the new sensor reading is determined to be the
evader, this value is used to update the state estimate
of the evader using techniques similar to those for the
pursuer. In this case, our estimate of the velocity and
orientation will be of much lower quality. However,
because the strategic controller only updates every time
it receives a new evader state estimate (at a much lower
rate than the actual velocity and heading of the evader
can change) it is unnecessary to exploit knowledge of
the evader’s orientation and velocity.
Using position estimates of the pursuer and evader, the
strategic controller chooses the pursuer’s next destination
[xnav , ynav ]T and interception speed νnav . In making
this choice, the strategic controller attempts to minimize
capture time. Again, we use a simple strategy: the
pursuer moves to the estimated position of the evader.
Finally, the point navigation controller will compute a
path to the new destination. This path is realized by
continually issuing new set points (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 ) for the
velocity of each robot wheel, such that the robot moves
forward enacting turns as needed to reach its destination.
In conjunction with the aforementioned processes, the
controller maintains safety specifications by applying
hard constraints to the controller at various points. To
ensure that the pursuer never leaves the network, the
point navigation controller always compares the pursuer’s estimated state with the fixed, known values of the
network boundary. If the pursuer is leaving the network,
the point navigation controller directs the pursuer to the
center of the network until further notice. Additionally,
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Fig. 7. Latency of packets routed through PEG’s landmark routing
algorithm. Each data point represents the average time to route 200
packets through the given number of hops on a 36 node indoor
Mica 2.

if the strategic controller notices that the pursuer’s estimated state is within the capture radius of the evader’s
estimated state, it has the point navigation controller stop
the pursuer. The pursuer remains there until a new evader
update farther away appears; at which time the control
system reinitiates pursuit of the evader.
VII. E VALUATION
A. Routing Service
One of the most important metrics for evaluating the
multihop routing service is end-to-end reliability, especially when the topology is built over many unreliable
links during a network-wide flooding. We created a set
of micro-benchmark experiments to measure end-to-end
success rate of packet delivery of any random pair of
nodes in the network using our landmark routing. We do
not use link retransmissions because of the time sensitive
nature of the data. Link retransmissions could have
improved end-to-end reliability, but the received tracking
data would have been stale. For latency tests, there is no
contention on the channel because only one packet is
being sent at a time. The end result is very promising.
For paths with lengths between 4 to 6 hops, the average
end-to-end success rate falls in the range of 95% to 98%.
This implies our topology formation can build trees that
are reliable for bi-directional communication.
Another metric that is important to PEG is the end-toend latency in delivering the detection events to the moving pursuers. Our landmark routing approach trades off
route efficiency for simplicity and low protocol overhead.
The simplicity of the landmark routing scheme produces
routes that may be longer than necessary since the

message must pass through the landmark. For example,
for a neighbor to route a message to an adjacent node, it
must traverse through the landmark which could be far
away. There could be delays from many sources: the time
it takes a packet to travel, the processing time, MAC back
off time, and routing decision time. By observing the
packet size and extra synchronization overhead coupled
with the radio bandwidth, we can conclude that a packet
occupies the channel for 26.2 ms. The MAC waits a
uniformly random time between 0.4 ms and 13.0 ms
before sending a packet, averaging in a 6.7 ms delay.
We measured the latency that it takes for our algorithm
to route packets in Figure 7 on a field of 36 sensor
nodes. For a least squares minimum fit on the data in
the figure, we find the slope of the line is 53 ms/hop,
so we conclude processing time is consistently around
20 ms. Even if the landmark route is 6 hops while the
optimal path is a single hop, the landmark routing will
take 225 ms longer than necessary. In this time, the
evader can only travel 13 cm, an insignificant distance
compared to the precision of the measurements. Thus,
even though landmark routing may choose longer routes,
the extra routing time is within our requirements.
B. Tracking and Interception
To evaluate the system in a realistic outdoor demonstration on July 14, 2003, we deployed a field of 100
nodes and performed a half-dozen runs1 . The evader was
controlled by a driver not affiliated with PEG. The evader
can leave the sensor grid area, but the pursuer cannot.
The pursuer was able to successfully capture the evader
in all cases; we define success when the pursuer arrives
within a grid square of the evader. Figure 8 displays one
such interception. Initially, the pursuer is in a different
orientation from the evader. It first orients itself towards
the evader before capturing the evader. The sequence
spans 26 seconds and ends when the pursuer touches
the evader.
In order to display more quantitative data, we would
like to analyze network traces from an actual run from
our July 2003 demo. Unfortunately, our demonstration
was not sufficiently instrumented to collect data, and we
have subsequently instrumented and re-deployed PEG.
Figure 9 demonstrates our efforts on a 7x7 field of sensor
motes with a 2m spacing. The grid displays the actual
track of the evader in a solid line demarcated with 10s
intervals in squares, as determined by GPS. Each star
1

A movie of all runs is available at http://webs.cs.
berkeley.edu/nestdemo.mpg

Fig. 8. This sequence taken from a video of the live July 2003 demonstration shows a successful capture of the evader (foreground) by
the pursuer (background). This sequence spans 26 seconds.
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VIII. D EPLOYMENT E XPERIENCES
Through the course of designing and implementing
PEG, we faced various system issues, including system
breakage, packaging, in situ debugging, network programming, and system reconfiguration. In this section,
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shows the leader node that sent a packet to the moving
pursuer after aggregating the detection data. We draw a
dashed line from the leader to the corresponding point
on the evader’s path when it makes the detection report.
When the dashed line is short, it indicates a successful,
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the evader leaves the playing field around time 100s.
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Fig. 9. Intruder tracking using PEG. Evader GPS position is shown
as a solid line. Detection event leaders are shown as stars. The dotted
lines link the leaders to the evader’s position at the time of detection.

we discuss the approach we took to cope with each of
these issues. These implementation experiences apply to
many kinds of realistic outdoor sensor network applications.
A. Breakage
In the course of deploying and operating PEG, we
noticed a moderate rate of breakage in terms of node
failure, similar to the experience reported in other sensor
networking deployments [24]. Some of this is due to our
inexperience as packaging engineers. However, in the

course of disassembling the packaging, reprogramming,
charging the battery, reassembling, and re-deploying, we
noticed a trend of a few percent of the nodes failing at
run time. Out of this experience came the maxim that
“Every touch breaks.” This reinforces our design philosophy of maintaining soft state, loose consistency for
inter-nodal coordinations, and rapid fail over in network
topology formation. Furthermore, the system services for
in situ testing and development, as shown in Figure 3,
are therefore sought to eliminate any need to physically
handle nodes. We believe that these system services
are useful even when future sensor nodes become more
robust.
B. Packaging
A real-world sensor deployment must carefully consider node packaging, and we discovered that that packaging requirements for deployment are different from
those for development. For development, the packaging
should expose access for convenient debugging, reprogramming, and battery recharging. However, we did not
properly anticipate such need, and during development,
we would frequently need to disassemble the packaging
in order to fix broken components, reprogram the nodes,
or recharge the batteries. If we had better foresight
in our design, we would have designed the packaging
to support reprogramming and recharging without full
package disassembly.
After deployment we discovered that the packaging
was interfering with the magnetometer. The piano wire
antenna, battery, and metallic spring base all align the
magnetic field in the proximity of the magnetometer,
significantly reducing its sensitivity and overall range
of detection. The design process should accommodate
a series of revisions, because defects may only become
apparent when the complete design is implemented and
deployed in the sensing environment.
C. Debugging
Debugging large sensor network applications at
deployment time is a challenging experience. Predeployment testing using simulations and controlled experiments over testbeds are extremely useful as they
allow us to extract information about the external and
internal states of each node. However, in a real deployment, collecting state information can be difficult, especially when the packaging is designed for deployment.
For example, even if the EEPROM fully logs the transient internal states of each node, correlating them in a
network-wide temporal order can be difficult, especially

without time synchronization. In our deployment, we did
not have adequate time to explore this option.
Instead, we exploit a large antenna to snoop on
network traffic. This non-intrusive approach allows the
collection of as much external states of the network as
possible, does not affect the application, and enables
a direct communication with each of the node in the
network.
A set of services under the node management category
in Figure 3 are implemented to address in situ debugging.
Additionally, we place a version control number into
each binary to ensure code compatibility across all the
nodes in the network. We use a basic “ping” like service
to verify that a node is up. The ping reply also reports
the version control number of its code binary, allowing
us to detect incompatible binaries. In addition, some of
the basic primitives for node management such as node
reset, sleep, and active mode control are also supported
over wireless control.
The big antenna allows us to remotely control and
debug each node in the network. We implement a set of
management scripts on a PC computer to invoke the sensor node management services to administrate the system
through the antenna. Packet traces are archived for offline debugging and visualization of the entire system
to understand the global behavior, which is extremely
useful in system tuning. Nodes can send packets with
an ASCII text payload to act as a “printf” to signal the
occurrence of some critical debugging events in a human
readable form.
For larger, real world deployments, we have since
developed a multi-hop system management architecture [41] to subsume the role of the big antenna. This
lower layer can perform system health monitoring, remote control, and data logging; and, it integrates seamlessly with a dispersed, higher power second tier to
optimize data gathering. We look forward to reporting
on the success of this architecture for real deployments
in future work.
D. Hierarchy of Programming and Reconfiguration
In sensor networks, the need for a form of in situ
programming presents a new kind of requirement for
remote configuration tools. Besides the common need
for wireless network-wide reprogramming, there is also
a need to perform in situ protocol parameter tuning since
analytical analysis is often insufficient to accommodate
environmental effects. For example, there are configuration options of the code that need to be decided at the
time of deployment, including the application’s sensing

policy, sensor calibrations, and communications parameters that rely on the cell density. Furthermore, some
of these configurations may need to be set on varying
granularities, ranging from individual nodes, a select few
subset of nodes, to the entire set of nodes en masse. We
have implemented both the network reprogramming and
config services as shown in Figure 3 to address these
needs.
Our design supports wireless network programming,
which is an alternative solution to installing new binaries
over many nodes by hand. For a team of five people
working with one hundred nodes, manual programming
takes two hours with an additional two hours to redeploy the nodes in the field. This approach is clearly
not amenable to a rapid debug and test cycle.
Using network programming, nodes receive the binary
image over the radio. By exploiting the shared wireless
medium, many nodes can be reprogrammed simultaneously and selectively. We anticipated using network
reprogramming for our deployment, but we could not
develop a sufficiently reliable network reprogramming
mechanism for our purposes2 . Given the problems we
encountered at the time, the entire process would have
taken longer than individually reprogramming each node.
Interestingly, with a network service we call Config,
the limitations of manually programming each node and
our inability to use network reprogramming did not pose
a great hindrance in our deployment. We spend the majority of our time tuning the algorithms to work properly
at scale in the environment. The Config service addresses
this issue efficiently and allows run-time adjustments of
the internal states of each node. For example, Config
allows us to selectively enable sections of the code,
adjust parameters, modify calibration values, and adjust
variables at run time.
Config is a smart configuration system that takes the
place of a traditional approach to using a local configuration file per node. Configuration values are declared
in the code with a specific configuration identifier, as
shown in this example:
//!! Config 31 {uint16_t RFThreshold = 200;}

In this case, the RFThreshold parameter, with a default
value of 200, is preprocessed with compilation tools
to convert it to be a member in a global Config data
structure. Config is tightly integrated with the scripting
environment in Matlab, allowing the large antenna to
be used for debugging. Therefore, it is easy to change
2

Subsequent work has improved upon our initial foray [42].

configuration values for a subset of the nodes or all the
nodes from a PC in run time.
When a user changes a node’s configuration value, the
change is automatically reflected in that node’s global
Config data structure. And, the application is notified
through an asynchronous event of the change to the
data value. Config also supports queries of the current
set of configuration values on each node. With a rich
configuration capability in place and a bit of creative
programming to utilize it, the resulting application is
quite malleable, saving us a lot of time from installing
new code images.
IX. C ONCLUSION
Designing and implementing PEG enables us to establish relevant system design principles that are useful
to other sensor networking systems. Our whole-system
design analysis provides a clean process of problem
decomposition. It allows complexity to be placed at
the appropriate levels of the system to achieve overall
simplicity in system implementation. Simplicity is further achieved by exploiting environmental and physical
characteristics of the application at deployment time.
Protocols should exploit soft state, loose consistency, and
rapid failover when appropriate to cope with the lossy
wireless channel and the somewhat unreliable sensor
network hardware platform. The system management
and debugging infrastructure should be well designed
to anticipate the need of system reconfigurations at
deployment time.
Our system decomposition allows each of the subsystems to be reusable by a wide variety of sensor
network applications. The neighborhood abstraction and
leader election mechanisms apply to any monitoring
system requiring local data aggregation. The density
adaptive flooding mechanism avoids the broadcast storm
problem for other data dissemination protocols. The
landmark routing subsystem is useful for any application
with moving entities. The network management and
debugging services are useful for deploying other sensor
networks. The data filter and robustness of the control
system design are applicable to other sensor network
applications with embedded actuators.
We demonstrate a working system that not only monitors sensory data but also tracks and controls a higher
tier system to accomplish a cooperative task in real
time. The system assumes very little processing and
communication requirements on the sensor tier. Furthermore, throughout our design we exploit the physical
properties of PEG to achieve a functional, simple design

that is robust to failures. We believe the same design
philosophy should be followed in building future sensing
and actuating systems.
In the near future, we will deploy an order of magnitude larger network to achieve many of the same goals
as this work. We will leverage the lessons from this work
to establish a platform well suited for long lifetime and
large scale remote reprogramming, re-parameterization,
and system management. The overall goal of this redeployment is to focus on data gathering and methodical
system study. In this new deployment, we will be able
to introduce and measure greater variation: robot speed,
node spacing, node topology, GPS resolution, sensing
fidelity, and sensing period. This initial effort described
in this work has been invaluable for the experience, and
we hope to extend that with a breadth of experiments
that describe in detail the behavior of the many facets of
this kind of system and application.
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